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KEY FEATURES

- Direct network connection that does not require 
any server or gateway equipment

- Computer headset audio is transcoded for radio
- Dynamic Regrouping for Tait Networks, using DIP 

interface
- Monitor up to 40 groups cost effectively
- ANN Addressing
- Centralized database for Address Books in 

multi-seat deployments
- Instant Answer
- Instant Voice Replay
- Telephone Integration via DMR Network
- Customizable graphical user interface and audio 

alerts, touchscreen friendly
- Multi-Lingual support for English, French, Chinese, 

Arabic, Persian, Portuguese
- Links to third party Web Based Applications
- Integrates with third party web based mapping 

applications

Tait CMD is a highly capable and effective solution 
for medium and large sized trunked radio systems 
needing to Control, Manage, and Dispatch 
their teams. 

Support for MPT and DMR Tier 3 enables a smooth 

transition from analog to digital. Tait CMD is a 
completely integrated and supported Tait system 
solution, with direct connection to a Tait DMR 
network without any additional server or gateway 
equipment.

With Tait CMD you can fully utilize the power of 
dynamic regrouping on Tait MPT and DMR Tier 3 
networks to create ?ad hoc? groups where team 
members often change. Busy network operators 
can also cost effectively monitor up to 40 groups.
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Address Book

Context sensitive lookup to improve 
the search for a person by name or 
their alias. As the operator types each 
letter of a user the list of possibilities 
is presented making it quicker and 
easier to find the person you need 
to call.

Group and Individual Buttons

Visual alerts for important groups or 
persons. Incoming calls that require 
an immediate answer can be clearly 
seen and heard.

Individual calls, group calls

Some operators prefer to memorize 
numbers to directly dial units or 
groups ? even complex calls strings.

Calls to a Telephone

Operators can make telephone calls 
via the radio network if the system 
has been configured to do so.

Support for ANN numbering

Full dialling support for DMR Tier 3 
Networks that use ANN numbering. 
ANN allows the full radio caller ID to 
be displayed.

Response options for 
incoming calls

- Connect to the call

- Queue the call

- Queue the call for callback

- Call Hold: this allows the operator 
to call another person to get 
information

- Mute a call: this enables the 
operator to listen to multiple calls 
and focus on one call

Call button /  End call button

A group or individual call can be made 
by pressing the group/unit button 
(colour changes), then pressing the 
Call/Answer button. If a call is made 
from the Tait CMD in this way, then 
the call can also be cleared by 
pressing the group/unit button 
(colour changes) then pressing the 
clear button.

Call Switching

Enables the operator to switch 
between a radio group or individual 
radio easily. For example, if the 
operator needs to manage many calls, 
and a VIP call, the operator can select 
the VIP call and PTT.

Dynamic Grouping

Create ?ad hoc? groups where team 
members often change ? an operator 
intuitive method to add or remove 
multiple members of of a 
dynamic group.

Adding a group allows the operator to 
use the mouse to select 
simultaneously select groups or 
individuals in is a dynamic group. 

When deleting a group, the operator is 
warned by radios if a group is still 
in use.

Send Short Data Messages (SDM)

SDMs are a network efficient means 
to send small data payloads to a radio 
in the field. The Tait CMD has the 
ability to send free form data 
messages to a radio or group.

Location Services

Using DMR T3 and MPT-IP Native 
location polling schemes, the data can 
be presented to an external mapping 
provider within the mapping 
dialog box.

Monitoring up to 40 groups

Groups can have their audio 
monitored, by toggling the monitoring 
on or off. This allows the operator to 
actively monitor any call traffic, 
selecting one group at a time.

An operator can monitor a large 
number of busy groups, and those 
that only need to check in every now 
and again, without a response 
required.

User Interface

The screen can be resized to suit a 
variety of monitors and ensure key 
functionality is accessible. 
Touchscreen use is supported.

Call Divert

The operator has the means to take 
the current call from the queue and 
pass it to another radio or another 
console position. For the teams in the 
field this provides a quicker response, 
and for the operator, give them a 
means to increase capacity to 
answer calls.

Selective change of priority of a 
call request

Considering worker safety, this feature 
allows the operator to escalate a call 
to emergency status. This broadens 
the call to include all people in field, 
who can then provide an immediate 
response or physical presence. 
Conversely, the operator can 
down-grade a call status to a more 
suitable level. 

Customization

Sound files, including setting the 
sound pan, volume and looping. The 
configuration is a JSON formatted file.
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   HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

CPU Family Intel Core i5 or AMD FX-4300 or better

Memory Size 16GB

Hard Drive Capacity 256GB

Operating System Microsoft Windows 10 OS with minimum version 17763.0

Ports USB2.0

Networks Tait DMR Tier 3 / Tait MPT-IP

Talk Path 25

Simultaneous Talk Paths 25 ? for DMR this requires matching CODEC Dongle streams

Device Support Windows 10 ? minimum version: 17763

Audio Device USB Headset ? standard Windows suitable headset

Audio Controls Yes ? including Mute and Monitoring

On-Screen Messages Yes

Themes Yes ? uses OS themes

Backup/Restore Yes

Password Protection Yes ? five operator levels

Dispatced Intercom Yes ? using a group call

GUI Flexibility Yes ? Windows resizes meaningfully to maintain usability

Selectable User Menu Attributes Yes

Selectable User Actions Attributes Yes

Selectable User Toolbar Attributes Yes

Voice Alert Editable Yes

Queues Live Calls, Queued Calls, Received Data Calls, Recent Calls (History)

Location Support Yes ? uses third party application via inbuilt window

Calls Types Individual (Within Fleet and Inter-fleet), Group (including Regrouping, Within Fleet and Inter-fleet), Out of Fleet, 
Status Messages, Short Form Data Messages, Call Transfer, Diversion, Stun/Revive, Call Test, Broadcast, High 
Priority, Emergency, Emergency Broadcast, PSTN (Full telephone number), PABX (call to a home PABX system,
e.g. a four digit number, Priority Calling)

Emergency Call Support Yes

Audio CODEC Support G711 (MPT-IP), AMBE (DMR)

Address Book Yes ? with contextual search

Keypad Yes ? Quick Dial

Call Replay Yes

Time Zone Support Yes

Language Support Yes ? English, French, Chinese (Simplified), Arabic (Saudi Arabia), Persian, Portuguese (Portugal)

Selectable Sound Devices Yes

Configuration Files Yes ? JSON

Instant Recall Yes

Multiple Call Support Yes

Call Hold Yes

Instant Call Connect Yes

Call Monitoring Yes ? 40 groups are supported (actively monitoring one group at a time)

Incoming Call Divert Yes

Group Patching Yes

Conference Calling Yes

Connection Options MPT Classic to DMR via TN9500
DMR with AMBE transcode dongle
MPT-IP using G711 inbuilt CODEC
MPT-IP to DMR via TN9500

   SYSTEM DIMENSIONS        
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TAIT DMR SOLUTION
Backed up by our proven radio network expertise, the Tait CMD is part of our larger DMR 
offering. The Tait DMR solution consists of radios, infrastructure, applications, services and 
integration with third party interfaces to ensure that your organization can reap all the 
benefits of the spectrally-efficient DMR standard in a mission critical environment.

Tait has taken every care in compiling this specification sheet, but we're always innovating 
and therefore changes to our models, designs, technical specification, visuals and other 
information included in this specification sheet could occur. For the most up-to-date 
information and for a copy of our terms and conditions please visit our website 
www.taitradio.com. 

The words "Tait", "Tait Unified", the "Tait" logo and "Tait Unified" logo are trademarks of Tait 
International Limited. 

Tait International Limited offices and facilities are certified for ISO 9001:2015 (Quality 
Management System), ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental Management System) and ISO 
45001:2018 (Occupational Health and Safety Management System) for aspects associated 
with the design, manufacture and distribution of radio communications and control 
equipment, systems and services. Tait Managed Services are certified for ISO 27001:2013 
(Information Security Management System).

Authorized Partners

  CONNECTION OPTIONS

Quality 
Management 
ISO 9001

Environment 
Management 
ISO 14001:2015

Occupational 
Health & Safety 
Management 
ISO 45001:2018
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